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FOREWORO: PURPOSE ANO ORIGIN OF THE STUDY

Guy Henson

Director
Institute of Public Affairs

Dalhousie University

The Economic Situation of the Halifax-Dartmouth Area

h 'f I' 1. 1T e Hall ax Metropo ltan Area 15 unU$ua among cities in

its origins and in the reasons for its growth. Despite a strategic

location, the area has lacked proximity to great sources of raw

materials and to large assured markets. Its growth has been re

sponsive, and vulnerable, to the changinq requirements of defence

and the armed forces. It has been affected by fluctuations in

international trade and by changes in national policy that have

influenced its use as a port. Wholesale and retail distribution,

manufacturing' (especially ship-building and repair), and govern

mental and institutional services (education in particular) have

been important to the area. However. the basic sources of livelihood

of its ,citizens. and of its collective livelihood as a community,

have hitherto not been ade~uately described OT understood.

For purposes of private and public planning. an analy~is

of these basic sources of livelihood of any large urban community is

necessary for a full under5tanding of its situation, its problems,

and its probable line's of development. This is true of the Halifax

Metropolitan area in particular. The Greater Halifax-Dartmouth

1. The Census term designating the Greater Halifax-Dartmouth area
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area forms one economic and social unit, which is united (rather than

divided) by its original and prime reason for being, its great'natural

harbour. What are the industries or occupations which sustain this

community now approaching 200,000 in population? What is the size of

each such sustaining industry or occupation? Which industries or

occupations are growing, which declining, which static? What, in

the aggregate. is their composite character? Do they complement and

reinforce eac~ other? Towards what possibilities of future development

do they point? How do they relate to the external requirements of the

province and region, of the nation, and of the world? What economic

shifts and trends now visible are lik~ly to influence them separately

or as a whole? In the light of knowledge yielded by answers to questions

of this kind, change, both expected and unexpected, can be better

appraised as it occurs, or as soon after its occurrence as it can be

identified and measured,

Necessity of Economic Base Studies

The necessity of this kind of analysis is attested by the

Committee for Economic Development (CEO), the reputable body of 180

leading businessmen and educators whose Trustees are generally

presidents and board chairmen of corporations and presidents of

universities in the United States, In Ju+y 1960, after three years of

study of urban problems by a special committee and staff, the CEO
2

issued a report entitled Guiding Metropolitan Growth.

The Committee for E€onomic Development recommended "careful
.

2, GUidinq Metropolitan Growth: A"statement om Nationql Policy by
the Research and Policy Commlttee of the Committee for Economic
Development, New York City, 1960
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;tudies of the economic base" as the first of several types of

lecessary action.

The following section of the CED report is worth quoting here:

"The heart of our problem is the use of land and of other
economic resources, particularly public revenue resources, in
our metropolitan areas in the most efficient manner. The use
of these resources almost always involves choices among alter
natives ....

"The Committee recommends four types of action which should
lead to the making of better decisions about the use of land,
public revenue, time and human effort in our metropolitan areas.

"1. Careful Studies of the Economic Base

"The Committee believes it important to bear in mind that a
metropolitan community is a place for earning a livelihood. The
existence of any urban area at a particular place, and its growth
or decline, depend on the expansion of contraftion of opportunities
for employment and investment. If this is understood, a community
will usually desire to take the governmental steps which can help
maintain and increase such opportunities. Growth or change in
employment and private investment may also call for changes in
land-use patterns, expansion of highway or other transportation
systems, and development of utilities such as water and sewers.
The attendant population growth will influence sch~l requirements
and other public services.

"A fundamental step in meeting the problems of a metropolitan
area, then, is systematic and periodic analysis of its economic
base. Many areas could benefit from a careful analysis of the
economic and demographic forces influencing the volume and pattern
of its income-generating activities. Such knowledge is essential
to an understanding of the influence of public policy on the
retention, expansion or attraction of private investment and
employment opportunities. Only with such knowledge is it possible
to formulate sound master plans to guide community development,
to invest wisely in public improvements, and to make the right
decisions about urban renewal. Such knowledge is of great value
to business men making investment and location decisions within
a metropolitan area. In a private enterprise economy an improve
ment in private economic decisions adds to the public welfare.

"Such base studies should cover the entire region and should
be carried out on a nonpartisan and objective basis by official
planning and development agencies with metropolitan-wide juris
diction."
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The present study was in fact well under way by the time the

CED report appeared. It grew out of the relationships of the Institute

of Public Affairs, Dalhousie Univer~ity, with the efforts of both

officials and citizens in the Halifax-Dartmouth area in recent years

to examine such problems as urban decay and suburban sprawl and to

plan for urban renew~l and efficient land use.

Origin of Present Study

A first look into economic factors affecting Halifax City was

taken by the Institute, under commission from Professor Gordon

Stephenson, in preparing Volume II of his Redevelopment Study of

Halifax. Nova Scotia, 1957. The significance of economic factors

was further pursued by the Institute in its association with the

Committee on Problems of Growth and Development of the Greater Halifax

Dartmouth Area (the "Regional Study Committee"). which was set up in

April 1959 by the· Halifax Board of Trad~ and the Halifax &ranch of

the Community Planning Association of Canada in conjunction with the

Institute. (The "Regional Study Committee" recommended the establish

ment of an area-wide regional planning commission in its Submission

of February 22, 1960, to the Province and to the three Municipal

Governments.) After the tlHalifax-l980 Conference" of January 1960,

which was sponsored by the Mayor of Halifax City with the cooperation

of the Dalhousie Institute of Public Affairs, the Mayor appointed the

Citizens' Planning Committee of Halifax, to which the Institute Director

was consultant. The present investigation was initiated under the

stimulus of the work of that Committee, and with the encouragement of

its Chairman, Brigadier V. deB. Oland, and of A. I. Barrow, Chairman

iv



of the ItRegional Study Commi ttee ll
• This study is directed toward

the interests of the Greater Halifax-Dartmouth area as a whole no

less than toward the interests of its parts.

The Present Study, and the Future

Population forecasting and economic prediction are at best

hazardous undertakings; yet, today as perhaps never before, both

private and public bodies must reckon with the future. We have become

a Itfuture-orientedl! society. Efforts are being made and must be made

in many quarters to anticipate growth and development along many lines.

More and more persons and agencies have to prepare to meet one or

more probable alternatives and have to be- able to adapt to future

situations which cannot be predicted with exactness and which must

be dealt with as they arise. In short, private enterprise and

govennments tend increasingly to regard planning as a major task.

In making ready for the future, a natural tendency of all of

us is to think of it as a continuation of the known conditions of the

recent past, taken as ten, twenty, or even thirty years. History

has indicated that, particularly in the case of Halifax in view of its

partial reliance on defence expenditures, the future may prove to be

qUite different from the recent past.

Mechanical projections of recent trends of population growth

are evidence of a kind, and they ought to be taken into account. They

are of limited value, however, and may be misleading and dangerous

unless their limitations are recognized by those who use them.

v



Used in conjunction with this projective approach, the

ualitative and quantitative analysis of the kind carried out in this

tudy provides a much improved background of knowledge for urban and

egional planning. Here the economic base is determined and divided

nto its parts. Each of these parts - defence, distribution, manu

acturing. health, government, and so on - can eventually be further

lnalyzed. At a given time. one can then define and understand far

lore intelligently the changes taking place in these parts and in the

~hole as a result of general economic trends and of special regional,

lational, and international influences.

Needless to say, the present analysis will be even more meaning

:ul when another layer of change can be added after publication of the

1961 decennial census figures. In future, each new statistical layer

Nill bring a deeper understanding of the processes of growth and

:hange in the economic base of the Halifax Metropolitan Area.

Urban economic base study has a major value quite apart from

its local uses, public and private. The Royal Commission on Canada's

Economic Prospects has pointed to the growing urbanization of Canada

and the anticipated predominance by 1980 of 16 Metropolitan areas, of

which the Halifax area is one. With th~ increased attention being

given to planning by business and industry (and especially by large

units of the private sector), as well as by national and provincial

governments, the analysis of the economic base of the large urban

areas is likely to have mu~h signifiEance for regional planning of a

provincial and inter-provincial nature (as for the Atlantic Provinces)

and for national economic projections.
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Little of this kind of economic analysis has been undertaken in

this country up to the present. To the best of our knowledge, this may

be the first of its kind in Canada. The proponents of the method used

would not claim perfection or finality for it. For these reasons,

and pending the addition of 1961 data. the Dalhousie Institute of

Public Affairs offers this as a useful initial study. In doing so,

the Institute invites criticism and suggestions from professional

as well as other

h · 3 d .tec n~que an ~n

serious readers with a view to refining the

order to incr~ase ~ts value when the 1961 census

data can be incorporated.

Authorship and Acknowledgments

This study was made under the direction of Professor A. L. Neal,

Research Associate of the Dalhousie Institute of Public Affairs, who
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3. "The Commi ttee believes that this field of inqui ry deserves a
larger commitment of research and educational resources. The
preparation of economic base studies is currently handicapped
by a lack of skilled technicians. Systematic procedures for
collecting meaningful data about tpe metropolitan economy are
also lacking. These are matters of national importance and
should be brought to the attentioA of the public through a
~ational advisory body." - The Committee for Economic Development,
'n Guid'ng Metropolitan Growth.
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This study of the Metropolit~n Halifax Area has two purposes:

(1) to identify the "economic base" of the area and (2) to discuss some

of the implications of the population forecasts which have been made for

-Metropolitan Halifax. The main conclusions·cif the report are summarized

here.

Part I The Economic Base of Metropolitan Halifax·

In this study the "economic base"· is defined as that part of

the local economy which produces goods and services for sale to

individuals, f i.rms, or public bodies located outside Metropolitan

Halifax. These exporting industries are called the economic base of the

area because they have provided and will provide the major stimulus to

the population and income "growth of the area, and because they also·

determine the size and the profitability of the non-basic

servicing" sector of the economy.

,
or 1110C 31·

;

Employment data for 1951 are used (1) to identify the export

industries of the area and (2) to determine the actual number of workers
\

in each of these export industries who are engaged in producing for

export rather than for local sale'. FoT' example; while the Health Services

"industry" is seen to·be a basic or exporting industry, it is obvious

that not all of its sales are to non·residents o~ the Metropolitan Area:

in fact, it is calcula-ted that only" 48% of the industry is engaged in

earning tlexport dollars", the remaining 52% being accounted for by the

reSidents of the area. Similar calculations are made for all the

industries of the area.

- 1 -



In 19~1 there were ~~,~lO persons in the labour force of

Metropolitan Halifax. It is calculated that 24,851 or approximately

45% of these persons were engaged in producing goods and services for

sale outside the Metropolitan Area.

These 24,8~1 persons therefore constituted the economic base of

the area in 19~L -By individual employment 'Sectors, it was found that

Defence Services alone accounted for 41% of the economic base of the

Metropolitan Area. Defence Services was followed by Wholesale Trade

(10%), Retail r.rade (9%), Health Servioes (6%), Transportation and

Storage (6%) and Shipbuilding and p.,epair (5%). These six industries

accounted for 77% of the economic basej smaller percentages were

contributed by Other Government Services, Confectionery, Canned and

Cured Fish, Finance and Insurance, Education and other activities.

(See Table 1)

To forecast the specific output and employment patterns of

each of these basic industries for, say, the next 20 years, would require

extensive technological and market analysis beyond the scope of the

study. However, some general observations are made concerning the more

important elements of the economic base. (1) Defence - Technological

innovations may result in a larger proportion of the national defence

bUdget being spent on improved equipment rather than on manpower. If

so, this would have an adverse impact on the local economy. However,

increased local purchases by defence establishments might be a partial

off-set. (2) Manufacturing - Manufacturing is' an important element

of the economic base of Metropolitan Halifax. An analysis of

recent investment figures shows that the area is just holding its own

- 2 -



n relation to the rest o£ Canada with respect to manufacturing.

3) Transportation - It is concluded: (1) the St. Lawrence Seaway

.s unlikely to have an adverse impact on the Port of Hali£~x and

2) that the Halifax International Airport will not necessarily be an

lmportant stimulus to growth in the area.

While it is not possible to foresee a specta~ular development

in any of the maj or bas ic indus·tries of the area, a high rate of growth in

per capita income in Canada a~ a whole would probably ensure a steady

growth in demand for the output of suc-h local industries as wholesale

and retail trade, transportation, health services, financial services,

confectionery, petroleum products and aircraft and parts.

PJrt II Population Forecasts

In the period from 1931 tu 1956 the population of the Halifax

area increased 2.4 times as fast as that of Nova Scotia and 1.7 times

as fast as that of Canada, owing- to the large net inflow of labour to

the area. ·A recent s·tudy by Canadian--Bri tish Engineering Consultants

estimates that the population of Metropolitan Halifax will reach

300,000 sy 1980. This amounts fa a percentage incre-ase 2 ..8 times that

predicted for the Atlantic Frovinc~ and 1.4 times that predicted for

Canada for the period 1959 to ,1980,

If the population of Metropolitan Halifax is t~ reach 300,000

by 1~80. all sectors of the economy, except manufacturing, will have to

increase at th~ rates predicted for the various sectors of the national

economy. Manufacturing'will have to increase a·t an even faster rate:

in fact, one and one-half times as fast. Furthermore, some change in

the relationship between basic and service industries will be necessary.

This could take place in any of three ways. (1) ·Some of the industries

which made up the economic base in 1951 would have to export a greater

- 3



~rcentage of their output in 1980 than in 1951. (2) By 1980, a given

lumber of export workers would have to support more workers in the

.ervice industries. (3) A third possibility is that by 1980 new basic

industries would be developed in the Metropolitan Area. Before one

:ould predict with confidence a population of 300,000 for Metropolitan

;alifax by 1980, it would be necessary to show (1) that the assumptions

concerning the rate of growth of Metropolitan Halifax vis-a-vis Canada

were justified, and (2) that one or more of the structural changes out

lined in this paragraph were likely to take place.

- 4 -
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The Economic Base of the Halifax Metropolitan Area

and

Some Implications of Recent Population Forecasts

The main purpose of this study is to identify the "economic

base" of the Halifax Metropolitan Area. Apart from providing an under

standing of its economic history, a" study of the econ'Omic base should be

useful in forecasUng and planning the-growth and d-evei-opment of the, -
Metropolitan Area. For example, an economic b~5e study should help

in assessing future trends in the growth of per capi~a income, the future

composition of the labour force, the growth of papulation and the general

economic stability of the area. In this particular study,-main emphasis

is placed on identifying and deseribing the economic base of the

Metropolitan Area, but in Part II there is a~hort discussion of the

implications of economic base analysis for forecasts of the population

growth of the Area.

A. The Method Employed

The term "economic basel! is sometimes used to refer to the

SUm total of the resources in an economic system. In this report the

term is us~d in a more limited and technical sense. The economic base

is that part of the economy whi<::h produces 'q~od!5t" serv-ic-es' and· capital

.f.9r sale to individuals or firms located outside the ·area-. Industries

which export goods, services or capital-beyond t-he·· boundaries of

Metropolitan Halifax are to be considered "qasic i:ndustries u . Industries

which do not export goods, services or ca'pital beyond these ·boundaries -

that is to say, industries whose activities are restricted to supplying

- 5 -
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local needs -- will be called "service industries II • This distinction

between basic and loc,al-service industries is important, for it is the

basic or exporting industries which comprise the most likely and the

most powerful stimulus to the growth of the total population, to the

growth of the average level of income, and in fact to the growth of the

service industries of the area.

No modern city or urban area is or can be self-sufficient,

and exports provide the means of paying for the' food, fuel, housing and

other needs which it cannot obtain by using its local resources. It

is true that population growth would result from the ·development of local

industries to supply needs presently' supplied from outside, but these

possibilities are unlikely to have the· same ·scope fOT growth as do the

development of the basic indus-tries. The populati'on -gxowth of an urban

area requires either additional income from exports, production at home

of previously imported goods, or a reduction in living standards.

Exports are accordingly crucial in determing the level of

income in a city. The skilled factory worker earns more in purchasing

power for the community than the motel maid, for example .. And if the

basic industries of the community are generally speaking high income

ones, the average income of the community, other thiftgs·being equal,

will tend to be high. Oshawa, with its automobile factories, is

likely to be a wealthier city than Sherbrooke, Quebec, whose textile

workers are on average less highly paid. Moreover, the export base of

a city influences its sensitivity to national economic conditions.

Probably Oshawa would be more sensitive to nationwide recession than

would Sherbrooke. The basic industries also determine generally the

character of the local labour force, and, as mentioned, determine the

scale and profitability of those industries which sell their products

locally.



There are probably few, if any, industries or individual

establishments within industries which are -entirely basic, in the

sense that they export their entire output. For example, most firms

produce both for local consumption and for sale outside the community.

Accordingly, industries must be ranked by the proportion of their out

put that is exported. The economic base is taken to consist of the parts,

as it were, of the various industries which produce for export. It

should be understood that a basic industry does not necessarily or

even usually engage in manufacturing. This is particularly relevant

to Halifax where the proportion of the labour force employed in

manufacturing is well below the average for Canadian cities generally

(3l.8% for Canadian cities over 30,000 in population as compared with

10.4% for Halifax - See 1951 Census of Canada). 'Retail trade, health

facilities and financial institutions also form 'pa-rt of the economic

base in so far as they provide services for sale 'ou-tside t.he area.

A number of techniques have been developed ~o identify and

measure the economic base of an urban area. Choice of technique usually

depends upon the data available', conside~ration-s of cost, the speed with

which results can be obtained and the degree of accuracy required.

The method adopted in this' study makes use of employment

data and a concept known as the '''location quotient". Data 'are not

readily availabl~ for other methods, but the studY'should be reviewed

when the results of the 1961 census are available and the opportunity

should be taken to compare the findings with other data that might be

obtained.

A loeation quotient is a figure which shows khe ratio of the

percentage of the population (or labour ·force or other variable) engaged

in a given industry in a given area to the percentage of the population

7 -



(or labour force) engaged in the same industry in the nation as a

Nhole. For example, if 2% of the population of Halifax were employed

in shipbuilding and if 1% of the population of Canada were employed in

shipbuilding, the location quotient for shipbuilding in Halifax would

equal 2% divided by 1% or 2. A location quotient grea~er·than unity

for a particular industry is taken to mean that the industry in

question is a net exporter of the good or service it produces. Similarl~

a location quotient equal to 1 m~ans that the local community is self

sufficient in the good or service produced by the industry, and a

location- quotient less than 1 means that the good or service is imported

into the community.

When the location quotients have been calculated, it is

possible to classify industries either as "basic" o-r as "service"

in the sense defined above. In order to determine the actual number

of workers in each industry who are engaged in producing for export,

it is necessary to calculate the "export quotient" for each industry.

This concept is closely related to the loca~ion quotient, for it is

equal to the location quotient minus one divided by the location

quotient. For example, if the location quotient for a particular

industry were 4, the export quotient would equal 4 1 = 3 = .75 = 75%.
4 :;-

This would mean that 75% of those employed in this industry could be said

to work for the export market.

In brief, then, the method employed in this study to determine

the economic base of the· Halifax· Metropolitan Area is to· calculate, for

each industry, its ltlocation quotient" and its "export quotient".

While these terms are technical and unfamiliar, their meaning is

relatively easy to grasp. In effect, a location quotient greater than

- 8 -



Jnity indicates an export industry, and the export quotient shows the

~rcent of that industry engaged in exporting.

In concluding this section on the method of approach, it

should be borne in mind that this discussion of the economic base

theory, and of the method employed to determine the economic base,

has been very brief. ~he Appendix to th~s report discusses· in more

detail th~ theory behind the ·economic ·base apprDach to urban analysis,

and indicates that there are other methods by which it i~ possible to

identify the economic base of an area. Also, some of the assumptions

and the limitations of the location quotient approach are discussed.

- 9 -



B. The Economic Base of the Halifax Metropolitan-Area

Table 1 of this report shows the labour force, location

quotients, export quotients and persons employed in working for

export in-M~tropolit~n Halifax for the census year 1951. Tables

2 and 3 give similar figures for Halifax-City and f~r the Town

of Dartmouth respectively.

The ideal "uni-t" for -analysis 'of the economic' base at

the urban level is the "metropoli tan area". For purposes of the

Canadian census, a metropolitan area is defined as "a group of

urban communi ti'es in Canaoa which are' in 'close economic, 'geographic

and social relationship'). In' particular, -the- Ha1ifax Metropolitan

Area as def1.ned in the 1956 Census' inclU'des~Halifax City, the (then)

Town of Dartmouth and eleven neighbouring communities. (1.) Unfortunately,

the Halifax area was not classified as a metropolitan area for purposes

of the 1951 census, and the 1956 Census does not give details on the

employment of the- labour force. Therefore, the figures in Column 1 of

Table 1 are estimates based on the census figures for Halifax City and

the Town of Dartmouth. Tables 2 and 3, however, make-use of the actual

census figures for Halifax City and the Town of Dartmouth, and are

included here to supplement the metropolitan labour forc-e estimates

contained in Table 1. (Tables 4 and 5 show the labour force composition

in Halifax City and in Dartmouth for census years prior to 1951.) The

classification of industries in all tables follows the census usage.

(Not-e that "Service Industry" in censos usa-ge' dif-feTs from "service

Herring Cove, Spryfield, Armdale, Fairview, Rockingham, -Bedford,
Dartmouth Lakes, Cole Harbour, Eastern Passage, Woodsioe,
Imperoyel.
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industry" as used in this report in contrast to "basic industry").

Table 1 shows that of 55,510 persons in the labour force

in Metropolitan Halifax in 1951, 24,851 or approximately 45% were

engaged in producing goods and services for sale outside the

Metropolitan Area. By industry group or sector, the service sector

was predominaflt, employing almost 60% of the total number of "export

workers". (See Column 5). The tr-ade sector was next in importance

with 19% of the export workers, followed by manufacturing with 11%.

Five other sectors (transportation, finance, construction, utilities,

and primary industries) contributed the remaining 10%.

Turning to consider individual industries within these broad

sectors, Defence services alone accounted for 41% of the economic base

of the Metropolitan Area, as measured by the number of people engaged

in producing goods or services for export. Not only was Defence Services

the most important industry in terms of absolute numbers of export

workers, but it was also the industry which had the highest location

quotient and export quotient, showing that it was relatively more

specialized in "producing" for export than any other industry. In terms

of the number of export workers, the Defence Industry with 41% was

followed by Wholesale Trade (lO~), Retail Trade (9%), Health Services

(6%), Transportation and Storage (6%) and Shipbuilding and Repair (5%).

Several of the industries included in Table 1 made up a very minor part

of the economic base of the area, but they are included there for the

sake of completeness and to avoid making an arbi~rary cut-off.

Before discussing in a general way some of the more important

components of the economic base of the Metropolitan Area. brief

reference will be made to Tables 2 and 3 which show the economic base

of the City of Halifax and of the Town of Dartmouth respectively. (The
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for Dartmouth refer, of course, to its boundaries prior tofigures

January I, 1961). In general, the 1951 economic base of the two

local government areas was similar. Services, trade and transportation

activities were important components of the economic base of both areas

as well as of the economic base of the Metropolitan Area as a whole.

However, the manufacturing sect~r was significantly more important in

the Town of O·artmouth, comprising 28% of its economic base as compared

to 10% for the ~Oity of Halifax. Moreover, while the manufacturing

sector in Halifax was, apart from shipbuilding, largely based on food

and beverage industries, manufacturing in Dartmouth was concentrated

in the shipbuilding, petroleum refining and aircraft industries.

C. A Discussion of Some of the Principal Components of the
Economic Base of the Metropoii~en Area

In this section some general comments are given on (1) Defence,

(2) Trade, (3) Manufacturing, (4-) Transportation and (5) Education and

Health, all of which are important elements in the -economic base of

the Metropolitan Area.

(1) Defence

The overwhelming importance of the various defence establish

ments to the economic base of the Halifax area has been indicated in

Table I where it was shown that th~ defence services provided employment

for 41% of the export workers of the Metropolitan Area in 1951.

Reference to Table 4 will show that since 1921 the Defence Services

industry has been by far the fastest-growing employer of labour in

Halifax City, and, by inference, in the Metropolitan Area. It is

unfortunate but true that conjectures as to the future employment

patterns in the Halifax Metropolitan Area with regard to defence services

are less likely to be meaningful than estimates of employment patterns
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CHART II

THE ECONOMIC BASE OF THE
HALIFAX METROPOLITAN AREA,1951

SOURCE: TABLE: I
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i'O'"0-
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in any other line of activity. Factors such as markets, resources

and changing techniques are not the main determinants ·of government

outlays for defence. It is unlikely that the number employed in

the Defence Se~vices of Canada will increase in peace-time, however.

The Royal Commission which in 1957 completed a study of the economic

prospects of Canada assumed that the numerical strength of the armed

forces in Canada would not increase in the period to 1980.

Two forese€able developments could have an impact on the

local economy. (1) Pronouncements by officials of th€·Department of

Defence lend support to the view that in the future a larger proportion

of the defence budget will be allocated to the purchase of improved

weapons and equipment. Assuming no large increase in the over-all

defence budget, a cut--back in manpower in the armed forces would be

necessary to achieve this. The impact of this technological change

on the Halifax economy would depend to a large extent on the volume

of the increased defence contracts that could be sec~ted by local firms,

especially those firms in the shipbuilding, aircraft and electrical

eqUipment industries. For the three fiscal years 1956 to 1959, the

average annual expenditures by the Department of National Defence

in the Halifax Area amounted to -approximately $9-5 rni11 ion-. (1) By

comparison, the gross value of ·output in the transportation equipment

industry

1957.(2)
of Nova Scotia averaged only $51.4 million for the years 1956 &

This figure includes the output of the large railway

trI: Parks. The Economy of the Atlantic Provinces 1940-1958,
fa ~fax, June 1960. p. 114. The figure for Halifax is estimated
lrom the Nova Scotia total, and includes pay and allowances and
ocal purchases of supplies.

(I)

(2) Ib"d-.L. p. 78
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rolling-stock plant in Trenton. Hence a substantial and probably

unlikely increase in the output of the local shipbuilding, aircraft

and electrical equipment industries would be required for a significant

reduction in the defence services in the Halifax Metropolitan Area not

to be accompanied by adverse repercussions on the local economy.

(2) It is possible that the present size of the defence services, or

even an establishment reduced in size, could support a larger amount

of local employment in the non-basic or service sector of the economy.

This would occur if large-scale import replacement took place, i.e.

if the defence services began to· buy commodity X locally instead of

importing it as at present. However, this is a highly speculative

question. It is not argued here- that subs1::antial gains to the local

economy "Could in fact be achieved in this way, but rather that the

question requires further investigation.

It is worth emphasizing ~hat the presence of a large defence

establishment in Metropolitan Halifax is a strong factor working

~gainst seasonal and cycli~al instability in the local economy. The

armed forces provide year-round employment, and they are not normally

affected by economic recess-ions. The Dominion Bure·au -of Statistics

publishes an index of aggregate weekly payrolls (exclusive of military

payrOlls).: Over the period 1956 to 1960 these figures teveal clearly

that seasonal fluctuations in weekly payrolls are much less volatile

in Metropolitan Halifax than in either Canada or Nova Scotia. It is

significant that in the "recession yearn of 19:'6 the index of aggregate

weekly paYTDlls for Banada fell from 194.7 to 194.1 while the index for

Metropolitan Halifax showed an increase from 181.3 to 182.6. Again,

from September 1960 to January 1961 the index for Canada fell by 19.2
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points while that for Halifax rose 13.9 points. (See Canadian

Statistical Review, 1959 Supplement, and July 1961, D.B.S., Ottawa,

Tables 9 and 11.) It seems reasonable to assume that much of this

shorl.run stability of the local economy is the result of the stability

of the dollar outlays of the military establishments in the area.

(2) Trade

Perhaps the most surprising figures of Table 1 relate to

wholesale and retail trade, activities ~hich would appear I'a priori"

to be "service" rather than "basic l1 in character. 'Nevertheless, as

shown in Table I, these industries employ 18.7% of the "export workers l1

of Metropolitan Halifax. The figures for wholesale trade are perhaps

to be explained by the fact that Halifax is the distribution centre

for a large part of Nova Scotia. To account for the hi~h export

content in retait trade, such factors as mail-order business, the

tourist trade and purchases by residents of the surrounding area

and by out-of-town students may be relevant.

(3) Manufacturing

gespit~ the fact that the eleven manufacturing industries

specified i:n Table 1 accounted for 11.·3% of the economic base of the

Metropolitan Area in 1951, the area is a n"et importer of manufactured

goods since the location quotient for the manufacturing sector as a

whole is .535 (not shown in table). The exports of the eleven basic

manufacturing industries were counterbalanced by imports of such

manUfactured products as iron and steel, motor vehicles, tobacco

prOducts, leather goods, etc.
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Manufacturing provides a substantial element of the economic

base of Metropolitan Halifax, but its role ought not to be over

emphasized. There is -a general tendency in many discussions 6f

economic development to equate such development with: industrialization.

Moreover, industrialization in this context ~s often taken to mean

concentration in heavy· industry - e.g. iron and s~eel - and in producer
,

and consumer durable goods. A more reasonable- ~pproach would app~ar

to be that manufacturing or industrialization is only one factor in

economic growth, a factor which may vary in importance in different

areas and at different times. This is not to imply that' manufacturing

has not been, will not ·be· or ,shotlld- not- be an important factor in the

growth of Metropolitan- Halifax. Rather,' the point is that manufacturing

is not necessary for the economic development- of an -area. This fact

is illustrated by the -growth- of· Halifax City in the past 40 years.

From 1921 to 1951 the manufacturi~g labour force in-Halifax increased

by a mere 1, 3%. while' the populati'on 'of Halifax i-l"lcre-as-ed -by' 46.·6%

(See Table 4).

Many factors are involved in the decision~ to locate a

manufacturing plant in a 'giv"€n area, and it is therefore not easy

to forecast future employment patterns in this'sector of the economy.

If the data are available, perha'ps t~e -best way of ferecasting future

trends in manuracturing -is too analyze current figures on new capital

expenditure on plant and equipment. Investment figu'res would be useful

in assessing future trends in other sectors of the economy as well,

but unfortunately, a·t the- local leve:l, such data are usually available

only for manufacturing sector, if indeed for that. Most investment is
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done in anticipation of profitable returns over a relatively long perio~

and, b6cause of this, investment figures indicate how those who make

the capital expenditure view the-econemic prospects of the area.

"Because these investments reflect long-term planning, they prQvide a

tangible summary of many factors, 'most 'Of them individually unmeasurable,

which jointly determine the regional distribu~ion ·of industrial

expansion. 1I (1) For example, if an area's share of net investment in

a certain industry over the past few years is -greater than the area's

share of "value-added" in that industry, it is probable that the area's

share of future output and employment in that industry will rise.

- In a -r&cent-st~dy of the -econom~c base o~·Chicago, it was

snown -tha-t -the-primary metals -indus-hy-of -ehicago in- 1966 accounted for

11% of the output of the primary meta1s industry of-the United States

(measured by value-added), bu1; for 15% of the capital expenditures of

this industry in the country as a whole. From this it was concluded

that Chicago'·s share 'Of the nat1..onal market will increase and that

Chicago's relative dependence on this industry will a-150 incre.ase-, (2)

Unfortunately, h'Owever, data -on- recent investment wi-thin the

Halifax Metropolitan Area are nard to obtain. Under the law which

regulates its activities the Dominion- Bureau o~ Statistics is not

allowed to publish statistics for a given 'industry in any area if two

Or three large firms account for most· of t·he outp\:1t-of the industry

concerned. With the possible exceptions of the Carbonated B~verages

•
1)

2)

E. Solomon and Z Bilbija, Metropolitan Chicago, an Economic
_Analysis, Glencoe, Ill., 1959, p. 59"

Lac. cit. pp. 92 and 96
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and the Commercial Printing industries, the manufacturing industries

listed in Table 1 are highly concentrated in the sense that one or

a very few number of firms employ most of the persons engaged in any

particular industry in the local area. The Department of Trade and

Commerce in a recent publication gives only the total figure for capital

expenditures by all manufactu~ing establishments in the Halifax

Metropolitan Area. (1) Comparing these figures with the percentage

of total "value added" attributabde to manu.facturill9 1n "the Halifax

Area. the following results are obtained.

In 1957, approximately .61% of the "value added" by all

manufacturing industries in Canada was accounted fox by establishments

in the Halifax Metropolitan Area.(2) In the same year, investment in

new plant and equipment in the- Halifax Metropolitan Area accounted for

.91% of investment in manufacturing in Canada. However, since,
investment tends to fluctu~te greatly from year to year, a longer

period gives a more-accurate piet~re. In'19~8 investment in the

Ha1ifa~ Area accounted-for .43,% of the Ca~adian total, in 1959 .50%
( 3)

and in 1960 .66% (estimated). The four year average is thus .64%,

as compared with .61% of "v~lue added tl in 1957. In other words,

manUfacturing investment in Halifax and hence employment and output

(1) ~epartment of Trade and Corrlmerce, Private and ·Pu·blic Investment
1n Canada, Outlook 1960, ·flegional ·Estimates. Ottawa, 1960, p. 13

(2) The Manufacturing Indl;1stri-es'-of Canada. 19~7.- Sect-ion-G,-O.B.5-.
O~t~wa, June 1959, pp. 10 'anJ 25. Th~'percen~age 9iven is a
~ln1mum since it was obtained by "pro rating" the calculated
value added" figure for Halifi!lx C-ount-y -on ·-the basis of the 1-956
~~nsus figures for the population of the Metropolitan Area and of

e County. Since it is a minimum figure, it shows investment in
~atnu~acturing in the area in its most favourable light. Even this,
~ w~l1 be seen. is not too favourable. - ..

(3)
~~partment of Trade and Commerce, op. cit., p. 13.

19ure is from p. 13 of Outlook 1959.
- 18 -
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in manufacturing, appear to be maintaining their relative position

within the industry in Canada. The figures indicate that no appreciable

increase beyond the Canadian "average" or '\'lormal" is to be expected if

present investment patterns continue.

(4) Transportation

Two recent developments, the St. Lawrence Seaway and the

Halifax International Airport, are frequently mentioned as factors which

will affect materially the economic pros,pects of the Metropolitan Area.

The Seaway is generally considered to be detrimental to Halifax, while

the Airport is seen as a powerful factor of economic expansion.

The Seaway, especially if it can be kept open in the winter

months, will undoubtedly decrease the share of I1 new" trade moving

through the Port of Halifax, but it does not seem likely that it will

reduce materially the volume of trade which moved through Halifax prior

to the completion of the Seaway. In 1958, 3.4 million tons of cargo

were unloaded in the Port of Halifax. Of this inward traffic, petroleum

products accounted for 86%, motor vehicles and parts for 3%, fish for

2%, vegetable- oils and rubber for 1% each, and other cargo for the

remaining 7%. In the same year, outbound cargo amounted to 3.6 million

tons, made up of crude gypsum (39%), petroleum products (36%), grain

and flour (13%), fish (2%), potatoes (1%), and other cargo (9%). The

figures f 195or 7 are very similar.*

On the assumption that the petroleum products are imported

for use 'nth 1 1~ e At antic Provinces, only grain, motor vehic es, rubber

* See Cd'
S ana lan National Railways Development Branch, An Industrialurvey f '
-~'-'-"L.£o.!--!t!!h!!.e....!!H@ac!ljijfja"x"-:!Dlja~r~t",m!,:oQ.u'!.t!.h~f!,A:Er!!.e:,-a, M0 n t re a I, 1959 , PP . 44 - 5
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nd some smaller amounts of other cargo would appear to be vulnerable to

ompetition from the Seaway. One qualification to this is that these

otentially vulnerable commodities probably require more "1abour per

on shipped" than do, say, petroleum and gypsum. Furthermore, an all

eason Seaway would impinge upon passenger traffic through Halifax in

he winter months. On the credit side, the Port of Halifax will probably

enefit to some extent from the general economic expansion in Canada

esulting from the Seaway.

With regard to the economic impact of the new International

,irport, two points should be made.

1) An airport by itself will not induce complementary or ancillary

lndustry to develop unless underlying economic conditions are favourable.

rhe case of Gander, Newfoundland, should be enough to demonstrate this

~oint. On the other hand, recent industrial development in the

1eighbourhood of the Shannon International Airport shows that, in

favourable circumstances, an airport can be an important stimulus to

economic growth. (2) The actual increase in base employment in air

transportation in the Metropolitan Area has been negligible to date:

<elly Lake's gain was Shearwater's loss.

(5) Education and Health

Education and health both appear as basic industries of

Metropolitan Halifax in Table 1. It is possible that the technique used

in calculating this table understates the importance in the local

economy of education, especially the role of universities, colleges and
other in t· .s ~tut~ons of higher learning as earners of "export dollars".

It has been calculated that from 1951 to 1958 g% of the students at
Dalhou .

S~e University came from outside the Atlantic Provinces, and the
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coming from outside the Metropolitan Area is undoubtedly much
!rcentage

Since in the academic year 1959 to 1960 there were 4092:eater.
tudents enrolled in 9 educational institutions in the area, the

to the economic base may be much larger thanof education

Table 1. (1)ndicated in

Some confirmation of the basic character of health services is

:>ntribution

rovided by the fact that whereas the- Halifax Metropolitan Area comprises

4% of the population of Nova Scotia, 40% of the hospital beds for

dult patients in the province are to ·be found in the eight hospitals

n the ar_a. (2) This percentage is likely to increase as both the

lalifax Infirmary and the Victoria General Hospital are undergoing or

>lanoin9 extensive enlargement.

). Conclusion of Part I

The main purpose of Part I of this report has been to identify

~nd discuss in general terms the components of the economic base of the

ialifax Metropolitan Area as revealed by the "location quotient"

technique. Little a"ttef"ltion ·has- been paid to forecasting future

jevelopments except by way of a few scattered remarks. This!=8 rt will

conclude with a discussion of some of the problems encountered in

forecasting the future pattern of economic growth of the Metropolitan
Area.

Speaking generally, it can be said that the economic future

III

( 2)
See Ihe Atlantic Almanac 1960, pp. Bs-86 for figures on enrolment.

I bi.s! , p. 90
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of ,..tropoli tan

economic growth

Halifax will be determined by three factors: - (1) the

of Canada as a whole, (2) the economic growth of the

regl'on of Canada of which the Halifax area is a part andAtlantic
(3) the economic resources possessed by the metropolitan area which

can be exploited and adapted to mee~ the changes which will occur in

techniques of production~ and distribution, in consumer tastes, in

popul.tion patterns and in -defence policy. (In the terminology of

economics, "the theory of economic growth", lithe theory of regional

development" and "the theory of location", respectively, are used to

.nalyze these three factors}. More 'specifically, the future growth of

the Metropolitan Area will be determined by the future pattern of the

de••nd for the goods and services which the area is able to prdduce

and sellon a competitive basis. Analysis of the long-term growth of

n.tional economies usually concentrat~s on assessin9" trends in the

supelies of the va'I'ious factors of production such as labour, capital

lind managerial ability. In an analysis of the long-term growth of a

metropolitan region, on the other hand. it is the-demand factor which

must be particularly emphasized (unless, of course, the economy of the

metropolitan area is based upon an exhaustible natural resource such

85 local coal deposits). The rea~on for this emphasis on the' demand

factor at the urban leve1 is that factors of production within a country

are relatively mobile and will generally move to wherever they can

obtain their greatest earnings. uSince internal migration is

predominantly of economic origin, any estimates of future changes in

the labour force in large metropolitan centres must be based upon an

analysis of changes in the demand for goods and services in which the
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pec 'al~zes 1'* This internal mobility is characteristiccal economy 5 ...... •

capital as well as of labour. With regard to natural resources,

eluding land suitable for commerical or residential purposes, there

; no mobility, but most metropolitan areas, including Halifax, are

redominantly industrial or service type economies which do not depend

n exhaustible resources. Natural resources, of course, do influence

he growth of metropolitan areas: Halifax would be a very different

,lace if somehow or other the harbour ceased to exist. Natural resources

ret however, in an important sense a given or an unalterable factor

n the local economic environment: their economic significance is

-elated to the demand for the goods and services in the production of

'1hich they are useful.

In the framework of an economic base analysis, the key

factor is the probable demand for the goods and services produced by

the basic industries of the area and by any basic industries that might

be attracted to the area. Major basic industries of the Halifax

Metropolitan Area are as follows:- (1) Defence Services, (2) Wholesale

Trade, (3) Retail Trade, (4) Health Services, (5) Transportation and

Storage, and (6) Shipbuilding and Repair. These six industries employed

58% of the total labour force and 76% of the persons employed in the

basic industries of Metropolitan Halifax in 1951. To forecast the

specific output and employment patterns of each of these six industries

for, say, the next 20 years, would require extensive technological and

arket analysis beyond the scope of this study.

On general observations one would be tempted to say that

.-=-------------
ihes~;~:onPraensds Z Bilbija, Metropolitan Chicago, an Economic Analysis,

of Glencoe, Illinois, 1959, p. 59.
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the foreseeable future for a dynamic e~pansion in anyspecu in

S ix industries do not appear to be favourable. Theof the.e
Ith Service industry and- the Transportation and Storage sector

vide possible exceptions. To conclude on a more optimistic note,

_Vert it is perhaps. possible to predict a steady if unspectacular

.• of growth for the basic industries, other than defence, of the

~ropol1t.n Area.

In connection with th~.e~pansion of per capita real income

lch it 1s almost universally predict-ed will accrue st·eadily to

,identl of Canada over the years, it would appear that the Halifax

•• it in the favourable position of producing goods and services for

ieh there is a high income elasticity of ~emand (that is to say, as

come increases the percent of income spent on a particular commodity

Icr••••• ). Of the eleven major -basic i-ndustri-es of 'the area (excluding

fence .ervices, for which there- are no clear "a priori" presupposi'

ons), wholesale trade, transportation, health services, retail trade,

nancl.l services, confectionery, ~troleum products and aircraft

Id appear to be industries where the inoome elasticity of demand is

to or greater than unity. With regard to fed-eral government

rVlee., shipbuilding, and canned fish, it is less -easy-to generalize.
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part 1I

-
Implications of Forecasts of Population Growth of the
Halifax Metropolitan Area

A· Introduction- Several investigations and considerable activity

in urban development, combined with growing interest in planning, have

given rise in recent years to a number of forecasts of the future

population of the Halifax area.

Population forecasts, for the whole nation, are subject to

a number of consid-erati·ons which c;;annot· be predicted wit·h assurance,

But when it becomes a question of f.orecastil)g the population of a

small area such as a city or a county, the difficulties are enormously

increased. As noted by W. C. Hood and A. Scott in a report for the

Gordon Royal Commission on Canadats Economic Prospects, entitled "Output,

Labour and Capi tal in the Canadian Economy", the problem is that !lafter

all the information' in the record is marshalled, we have to realize

that a.projection of regional population sizes cannot be more than an

informed guess, subject to a wide maTgin or error. II (Page 179)

The population forecasts for Halifax, referred to above,

were obtained by projecting recent trends into the future. This is

a method often used and in cases where more refined methods are not

available may give useful, even if hazardous, results over a short

period. But forecasts, so made, have frequently proven to··be· far

from accurate. Moreover, the additional consideration of the past

pattern of birth and death rates, combined with past population growth,

is not enough because mobility of labour and ~opulation in and out of

the urban centres of Canada, including Halifax, is extremely high and

variable. It is clear that in forecasting the population of small areas,

the most promising way to obtain reasonable and useful results is to
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1ze at first the need for considering economic prospects, both
recOgn

~ationallY and locally.

8. Eopulation Growth in the Past

population figures for Canada, Nova Scotia and the Halifax

area are presented in Table 6. These figures cover the period 1931

to 1956. With regard to the relation between the population of Halifax

county on the one hand and the population of Nova Scotia and Canada on

the other, these census figures reveal an interesting pattern. (Figures

for Halifax County are used as early figures for the Metropolitan Area

are not available.) In every census period from 1931 to 1956 the

population of Halifax County increased by a much larger percentage

than the population of Nova Scotia or the population of Canada. This

is shown in the following table.

Percentage Increases in Population

Census Interval Halifax County Nova Scotia Canada

1931-41 22.4% 12.7% 10.9%

1941-51 32.3% 11.2% 18.6%

1951-56 22.8% 8.1% 14.8%

On the average, the population of Halifax County in this

period increased 2.4 times as fast as the population of Nova Scotia

and 1.7 times as fast as the population of Canada. Labour mobility

was an important factor in connection with this large increase in the

POpulation of Halifax County in this 25 year period. For example,
~f the .lncrease of 35,726 in the population of Halifax County from
1951 t 1(Se 0 956, 15,060 or 42% was due to net migration to the county.

e £ensus of Canada, 1956. Bulletin 3-1, p.20)
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C. .fQpulation Forecasts

The figures above give perspective to estimates which have

been made of the population expected in various regions for 1980.

;he Gordon Commission estimates that from 19~9 to 1980 the population

~f Canada will increase by 52.8% and the population of the Atlantic

'11 . b 27.1w.(1)provinces Wl lncrease y ~

In a study of the Halifax Metropolitan Area prepared by

canadian~8ritish Engineering Consultants, it is estimated that the

population of the Metropolitan Area will be 300~OOO by 1980, an increase

of 76.5% over the 1959 population figure. (2) On the basis of these

estimates '. the population of Metropoli tan Halifax is expected to

increase 2.8 times as much as the percentage increase expected in the

Atlantic Provinces and 1.4 times as much as the percentage increase

expected for Canada for the period 19~9 to 1980. While these expected

increases do not compare unfav6urably with past trends in the population

growth of the Metropolitan Area, it should be remembered that if they

are to be achieved, the substantial amount of previous net migration

into the area must be maintained. This will be the case only if the

basic or exporting industries of the area expand sufficiently to

provide the ~equired employment.

The population estimates for Halifax by Canadian-British

-
( 1)

:2)
Hood and Scott, Output. Labour and Capital, p. 180.

Canadian-British Engineerin9 'Consultants, Halifax Metropolitan
~7ea! Volume B, September 19~6, Halifax, N.S., p.5. The estimates
given for 1970 and 1985 have been interpolated to arrive at the
figure for 1980.
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Engineering Consultants (from which the 300,000 figure above was

derived) were made "on the basis of past trends and our population

estimates for 1955 ... (taking) account of the resources, industries

and facilities of the Area and the possibilities of their future

development ..•. u* It is· interest-ing to note that if the population

figures for Metropolitan Halifax for the years 1961 and 1956 are plotted

00 ao ordinary graph and projected i~ a straight line to 1980, a

figure very close to 300,000 results. The validity of this mechanical

approach is, however, doubtful.

D. Implications of Population Forecasts

Despite possible criticism which might be made of the

estimate of 300,OOO·by 1980, it may be useful to show what this

estimate appears to imply in terms of the composition of the labour

force in 1980. Table 7 is an attempt along these lines. The

composi tion of the Halifax Metropolitan labour force- in 1959 was

estimated, mainly on the basis of Dominion Bureau of Statistics index

numbers of employment in the area, and these figures were projected to

1980 on the basis of forecasts pr~pared by W. Hood and A. Scott for

the Royal Commission on Canada's Economic Prospects.

In their study "Output, Labour and Capital in the Canadian

Economy", Hood and Scott estimate the percentage increase in the

employed labour force between 1953-55 and 1980 for various sectors of

the national economy.(l} These estimates were used to estimate

-
• 0 . t 3_po Cl ., p.

(l) Hood and Scott, op. cit .• p. 316
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( 1)

~rcentage increases from 1959 to 1980 for Canada, and these national

timates are in turn used to project various components of the
~ .

~.lifax Metropolitan labour force in Table 7. The assumption made is

that the labour force of the Metropolitan area will increase at the

same rate as the national labour force in certain sectors. If anything,

this assumption would appear to be optimistic, in view of estimates

of the economic growth of the Atlantic Provinces made elsewhere.

It is, of course, possible that Halifax will experience a faster rate

of growth than the Atlantic Provinces as a whole, but it is unlikely

to exceed the Canadian rate of growth in the individual sectors of

the economy. In Table 7 tne manufacturing sector is left as a residual:

after the expected increases in all other sectors have been calculated,

they are subtracted from the total expected labour force to give an

estimate of the "expected" labour force engaged in manufacturing.

Table 7 is not really a forecast of the distribution of

the metropolitan labour force in 1980: its construction has been too

-mechanical" to dignify it with that title. It does. point out the

fact that a population of ~OO,OOO by 1980 is possible without any

increas~ taking place in the defence services if manufacturing

increases at a rate of about l~ times the Canadian avera~e. It does

not, however, enable one to say whether or not such an increase is

(1) See especially R. 8. Howland, Some Regional Aspects of C~nada's
Economic Development, p. 144:- "It is somewhat less easy to
identify the Atlantic Provinces with Can'ada' s bright prospects
of future growth", and A. C. Parks,The Economy of the Atlantic
Provinces .. 1940-1958, p. 115:- " ... there is every reason to
expect that the rate of economic growth will be greater in other
parts of the country than in the Atlantic Provinces It may be
assumed that the rate of services employment growth will be
less pronounced in the Atlantic Provinces than in Canada as a
whole. II
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at0bable, nor does it reveal any of the underlying economic factors

which influence the growth of population in the Halifax area.

In Table 1 it was calculated that 24,851 persons out of a

total labour force in 1951 of 55,510 persons were employed in providing

goods and services for export from metropolitan Halifax. According to

the theory of the economic base outlined in Part I, these 24,851 basic

industry employees "s upported" service indus'tries which employed

30,659 persons. The ratio of ba~ic to service employees was 1:1.2,

which means that for every 10 jobs provided for export workers, 12 more

workers are eventually needed in the service industries, assuming that

the base-service ratio remains constant over time. Similarly, the

ratio between basic industry employment and total population in 1951

was 24,851: 133,931 or 1: 5.4.

However, when the export quotients calculated in Table 1 are

applied to the metropolitan labour force distribution for 1980 as

shown in Table 7, the number of workers engaged in working for export

in 1980 is found to be 51,748 (not shown in Table). On this basis,

the ratio of base workers to service war kers is 1: 1.4 and the ratio of

base workers to total population is 1: 5.8.

How can these apparent changes in these significant ratio

be explained? In the first place, by 1980 the export quotients for

certain industries may increase. This means that these industries will

be exporting a greater percentage of their output in 1980 than in 1951,

and hence that the figure of 51,748 for base workers in 1980 is too

low. For what industries is this likely to be the case. and for what

.£.!.asons? In the second place, by 1980 a 'given number of base workers

Iftay be able to tlsupporttl more workers in the service industries, either
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because of increasing import-replacement, which would result in a

higher employment multiplier as relatively fewer dollars "le~k out"

of the Metropolitan Area, or because of higher per capita incomes

for base workers, which would result in increased demand for the

products of the local s~rvice industries. For what goods and services

is import replacement economically feasible, and are the basic

industri~g of the area likely to generate high per capita incomes? A

third possibility is that new basic industries will develop in the

Metropoli tan Are·a. For what industries can this be predicted and to

what extent will they develop in the next 20 years? These questions

are important, for in terms of conditions prevailing in 1951 an economic

base of 51,748 persons would support a population of 280,000 rather

than one of 300,000 in 1980. (51748 x 5.4 = 279,439).

In conclusion, it must be emphasized again that Table 7 is

constructed on the assumption that all sectors of the economy of the

Metropolitan Area, except manu:acturing, will increase at the rates

predicted for the various sectors of the national economy.

Manufacturing is assumed to increase at an even faster rate: in fact,

one and one-half times as fast. These assumptions require support and

the above questions require answers before one could safely predict a

population of 300,000 for Metropolitan Halifax by 1980. The 1961 Census

figures, when available, will undoubtedly be useful in assessing recent

trends in the local economy and in providing partial answers to these

questions.
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~pendix The Economic Base Approach to Urban Analysis

This Appendix presents some of the reasons for using the

economic base approach when analysing urban economies, and then goes

on to outline various methods by which the economic base can be

identified. The concluding section deals with some of the assumptions

and limitations of the approach used in the present study.

A. The"Economic Base" Approach

The economic base has been identified with those sectors of

the Metropolitan economy that sell goods or services to non-residents

of the area. The justification for this procedure can perhaps be most

easily seen by comparing "economic base" analysis with so-called

"national income" analysis.

Roughly speaking, when economists seek to estimate the level

of national income for, say, the following year, they look at figures

of expected investment by business firms and of expected expenditures

by governments. These two elements of national income are considered

to be the volatile, independent or autonomous elements, while

expenditures by households are considered to be dependent upon and

induced by the expenditures of firms and of governments in a predictable

~aX' Since national income is (roughly) the sum of consumer, investment

and government expenditures, knowing expected private investment and

government expenditures, and knowing the relation between these two

elements and consumer expenditures, the national income can be estimated.

In effect, the estimation process is split into two parts: first

identify and quanti·fy the independent variables and second show the

relation between these independent variables and the so-called dependent
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~ariables. The proof of the pudding is in the eating, and the procedure

:s justified only if it gives useful results. The trick ~ to distingu~

the independent and the dependent variables correctly. Economic

relationships are, of course, highly complex, and in a sense it is true

in economics that everything is dependent on everything else. However,

the reply to this is that some things are more dependent than others.

In t~e same way as business investment and government

expenditures are considered to be the independent variables in national

income analysis, so the basic industries are considered to be the

independent variables in urban income analysis. To state it differently,

the basic industries are seen as determining the amount of employment in

the service industries, the total population and the level of income of

the city. In particular, growth takes place as a result of expansion

of the basic industries, an expansion which is transmitted over time to

the service industries. If this hypothesis is accepted, the problem

becomes one of establishing the relationship between the basic and the

service industries and of estimating the development over time in the

basic industry sector of the urban economy.

Two obvious questions arise. (1) Is the base-service ratio

a stable relationship, in the sense that it is constant over long

periods of time? If it does not remain constant, can changes in the

base-service'ratio be predicted with reasonable accuracy, perhaps by

analysing how the ratio has changed in other metropolitan areas with

roughly similar circumstances? (2) Is it possible to forecast the

development of the basic industry sector of the economy more accurately

than the ~evelopment of the urban area as a whole? These and other

questions have attracted the attention of many investigations of the
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economic base of various communities. While some of the evidence is

inconclusive, it seems generally agreed that the economic base approach

provides a useful starting point for urban economic analysis. Such an

approach can avoid generalizations based more on a hazy optimism than

on a consideration of economic realities. At a minimum, there is more

pressure to give acceptable reasons when a forecast is in the form,

RThis particular c~mbination of industries will increase their output

and employmegt by x% over the next decade", than when the forecast

reads, "The area as a whole will develop by x% over the next ten years."

B. Identification of the Economic Base

At least four techniques have been used in various studies to

identify and measure the economic base of an urban area - (1) the

questionnaire approach, (2) the dollar-flow approach, (3) the input

output approach and (4) the location quotient approach. Choice of a

particular technique for a given study is usually dictated by

considerations of cost. speed and accuracy required. The mechanics of

each of the above techniques will be briefly indicated.

(1) The questionnaire approach - One obvious way to find out

Where a firm sells its products is to ask some such person as its sales

manager. A sampling of firms or a 100% coverage could be used. and the

results could give a clear picture of the basic and service makeup of

the community. However. in many cases the firm itself might not be able

to provide the answers. (For example. what proportion of the sales of

T. Eaton and Co., are made to non-residents of Halifax?). In a large

city the cost of administering the questionnaire could be great.
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(2) The dollar-flow approach - This approach is expensive

and to date its use has been restricted to small urban areas. A

~balance of payments" statement, similar to the international balance

of payments statements now in common use in analyzing a nation's trade

relations, is prepared for the particular area considered. This

involves the tracing of dollar volumes of exports and imports, as well

as the net Jlow of income from rent, profits, interest, pensions,

•insurance transactions and government transfer payments. These latter

receipts, which arise mainly from capital having been exported from

the area, may form a significant part of the export earnin9s and hence

of the export base. However, they are difficult to trace, and in fact

in most studies of the export base, they have had to be igrored. In

particular, the analysis of the economic base of the Halifax Metropolitan

Area contained in Part I of this report has had to leave out capital

earnings and government transfer payments accruing to residents of the

area, a significant omission.

(3) The input - output approach. Input-output analysis is a

highly sophisticated technique. The basic data required for an input

output analysis are the dollar inputs required from all other industries

in the area to produce one dollar of output by a given industry. These

input figures must be obtained for the output of all industries in the

area, As an illustrative example, to produce one dollar of food products

in the St. Louis Metropolitan Area requires inputs from local industries

as follows - 4.1¢ from food and kindred products, .4¢ from paper and

allied products, .2¢ from railway transportation, S.6¢ from medicine
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and education, 15.1¢ from eating and drinking places, 7.5¢ from house

holds (i.e. for labour), and smaller amounts from many other industries(l)

This information can yield useful results. For example, if final demand

for the product of an industry increases, several repercussi0ns are felt

in the local economy - (1) the industry concerned increases its purchases

from other industries and from households, (2) these "linked" industries

increase their pu.chases from industries linked to themselves, (3) the

personal inco~ of consumers is increased and an expansion in consumer

purchases is induced, (4) and finally increased investment may take place

if the expansion is felt to be relatively permanent. The input-output

technique makes it possible to trace through these effects. In the

St. Louis study, an increase of $1,000.000 in the final demand for

printing and publishing was shown to give rise to an over-all increase

in local income of $870,000, whereas a similar increase in the demand

for petroleum and coal products gave rise to an over-all increase in

local income of only $220,000. The difference is accounted for by the

fact that the printing and publishing industry uses relatively fewer

imported inputs than the petroleum and coal industry. The effect on

"linked" industries is therefore greater if the original expansion

takes place in the printing and publishing industry.

Input-output analysis has been used to analyze economic

relationships at the national, regional, state and mexropolitan levels.

It is, however, expensive to undertake. In the St, Louis study, for

example, representatives from each major firm and institution in the

(1) w.z. Hirsch, "Interindustry Relations of a Metropolitan Area.1!
The Review of Economics and Statistics, November 1959, Appendix
Table 1.



city worked closely with the research organization responsible for the

project for a total of three months. In considering its applicability

to metropolit·an Halifax, a thorough preliminary study would undoubtedly

be needed to ascertain whether or not an input-output study would be

justified in terms of the questions it would answer and the costs

involved.

(4) The location-quotient approach. The location quot~ent

technique outlined in Part I of this report is the least expensive and•
the fastest·way to identify and measure the economic base of an area.

However, cheapness and speed are attained at some cost, and the next

section will deal with this question.

C. Assumptions and Limitations of Location Quotient Approach

A location quotient shows the degree of participation in an

industry by the population of one area in relation to the participation

by the population of another area. For this technique to be reasonably

accurate in identifying the base and service sectors of the Metropolitan

Halifax economy, three assumptions would have to be applicable to each

industry considered.

These assumptions are:- (1) Canada as a whole is relatively

self-sufficient, (2) output per worker in Halifax is identical to that

in Cana4a, and (3) consumption per capita is identical between Halifax

and Canada. These assumptions are not, of course, fully realized in

fact, but it might be possible to make allowances in particular cases

where the location-quotients by themselves might be misleading. If,

for example, it were known that consumption per capita in Halifax of,

say, confectionery was double the national average, then a location
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quotient for the confectionery industry equal to ~ would mean that

Ha1ifax was self-gufficient in producing confectionery. Again, since

Canada 'as a whole is a latg~ exporter of newsprint, a location quotient

for newsprint in Halifax less than unity would be compatible with

newsprint being an export from Halifax., (and "vice versa" for a commod

ity imported into Canada). Many more such examples could be given.

As to the validity of these assumptions, it· seems plausible

to assume ~ha~ Canada is self-sufficient with respect to most of the

major components of the economic base 'of t'he' Halifax Metropolitan Area

~(i.e. defence, wholesale and retail trade, health services, and even

transportation in so far as land transportation and direct services to

shipping are concerned). The assumptions concerning equal output per

worker (by industry) and equal per capita consumption of goods and

services are more hazardous. However, the technique is relatively crude

and should be interpreted as indicating only the rough order of magnitude

of the economic base and its components .. Moreover, as indicated

previously, it ignores the role of capital earnings and transfer payments

in the economic base.

In conclusion, there remains to consider the advisability of

using data on employment tQ measure the economic base of an area, rather

than data on wages or income or value of production.

In a study of an urban or regional area, it is useful to be

able to make comparisons between the area, considered and the nation as

a whole. A series of figures relating, to, say, fue personal income of

the residents of a city, conveys little meaning unless it can be related

to a similar provincial or national series. It is obvious that in order
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to make cleaningful comparisons the series used must be similar: that

is to say, the figures must refer to the same thing in both series and

the definitions of the economic entity measured must correspond. There

are, unfortunately, few such series of figures available in Canada which

can be used to compare urban and national economic development. In

particular, statistics describing the economic position of metropolitan

Halifax are scarce. A measure of the economic base of an area, could

use as pa~c data figures on employment, on payrolls, on value added,

on value of production, on physical production, or on community income

and expenditure. Of these six possible measures, only figures for

employment are available wi th a sufficienUydetailed breakdown to be use

ful in a study of Metropolitan Halifax. Payroll figures for the area

are available monthly, but are not broken down by industry. Value added

or value of production figures are available on a province-wide basis

only, and they exclude such sectors of the economy as education, health

and defence services. Physical production figures are again available

on a province-wide basis for a few commodities (i.e. coal, electric

power, fish, etc.) Community incom~ and expenditure figures for the area

do not exist: for the province there are statistics available for

personal income, personal disposable income (i.e. after taxes), interest,

dividends, net rental income, and government transfer payments. However,

even though their use is partly dictated by a mere process of eliminatio~

one author who has written extensively on the problem states that

employment figurel give the best single measure of the economic base of a

metropoli tan area. (See Richard B. Andrews, "Mechanics of the Urban

Economic Base: The Problem of Base Measurement", Land Economics,
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Feb. 1954, p. 59, for a discussion of the problem. This article is one

of a series of 12 on urban economic base analysis).
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Table 1. The Economic Base of the Halifax /"etropolitan Area, 1951
1 2 3 4 5

Industry Group
~r

locat ion Export Number Per cent of
or Industry QOOt ient ~t ient WJrking for Total \otIrking

mployed (per cent) Export for Export

A. Service sector
1. Defence services 11139 11.519 91.32 10172 '0.93
2. Health 2899 1.935 '8.32 1401 5.64
3. Provincial &

t-\Jnicipal Gov't 1799 1. 961 49.01 882 3.55,. Other Federal
~vernment 1890 1.849 45.92 868 3.49

5. Other COlll'lllni ty
&Business 2249 1.509 33.73 759 3.05

6. Personal Services 3462 1.154 13.34 '62 1.86
7. Educat ion 1691 1.207 17.lS 290 1.17

Sub-total 25124 1'834 59.69

8. Trade Sector
1. WhOlesale trade '336 2.322 56.93 2'68 9.93
2. Retail trade 7119 1.447 30.89 2199 8.80

Sub- to tal 11455 4667 18.73

C. Manuf ac tu r j ng Sec [0 r
I. ShipbuilCling &

Repai r 1362 9.779 89.77 1223 4.92
2. Confectionery 650 8.220 87.83 571 2.30
3. Canned & Cured

Fish 653 '.000 75.00 '90 1.97
4. PetrOleLIII

Refining 290 2.385 58.07 168 .68
5. Printing &

Publishing 390 1.249 19.86 77 .31
6. Aircraft &Parts 239 1.459 31.46 75 .30
7. Co rdage, Rope&

Twine 77 5.182 80.,0 62 .25
8. Malt li quo rs 1'9 1.521 34.25 51 .21
9. CarbOnated

Beverages 1'0 1.544 35.23 '9 .19
10. Corrvnerc ial

Printing 228 1.090 8.26 19 ,08
II. Dairy Products

(Misc.) 33 2.m 63.99 21 .08
12. Other MBnufacturing 2752 .231 0.00 ° .00

Sub-total 6%3 2806 11.29
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Table 1 (contd,) The Ecooomic Base of the Halifax retropolitan Area, 1951

2 3 4 5

Industry Group Total locat ion Export N'-r Per cent of
Or lrl1ustry Nulllbe r QJOt ienl QJOt ient WJrking fo Total Iobrking

Employed (per cent) Export for Export

Other sectors
l. Transportation 8-

Storage 5232 1.359 26.42 1362 5.56
2. Finance 8.

Insurance 1899 1.381 27.59 524 2.11
3. COnstruction 3709 1.106 9.56 355 1.43
4. Electricity,

Gas 8. Water 660 1.490 32.21 263 1.14
5. Primary Industries 243 .023 0.00 0 .00

Sub·Total 11963 2544 10.24

Grand Total 55510 24651 100.00

Source: Figures in COlumn 1
are estimates derived
from 1951 census of Canada.
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Table 2. TIle Economic Base of the City of Halifax, 1951

2 3 , 5

Industry Group TOtal locat ion Export Number Per cent of
or Industry NUmber ~t ient !)Jot ient htlrking for Total htlrking

Employed (per cent) Export fOr Export

A. service sector
1. Defence Services 6788 10.983 90.90 6170 34.72
2. Heal th 2206 23)3 56.58 1248 7.02

3. Personal Services 2646 1.380 2754 729 4.10,. Other Federal
Government 1341 2.052 51.27 688 3.87

5. Educat ion 1108 1.349 25.87 313 1.76
6. Other Services 3130 1.732 42.26 1323 7.44

SUb~ total 17319 10471 58.91

8. Trade $ector I

1. Retail Trade '806 1,529 34.60 1663 9.36
2. Wholesale Trade 2597 2.176 54.04 1403 7.89

Sub-total 7403 3066 17.25

C. Manufacturing sector
1. Shipbuilding &

Repair 621 6.981 85.68 532 2.99
2. Confectionery 527 10.441 90.42 '" 2.68
3. Canned & Cured

Fish 561 5.369 81.37 '56 2.57,. Printing &
Publishing 270 1.352 27.04 73 .'1

5. Malt liquors 128 2.055 51.34 66 .37
6. COrrrnerical

Printing 180 1.346 25.71 '6 .26
7. CarbOnated

Beverages 10' 1.794 ".26 '6 .26
8. Dairy Products

(Mise: ) 33 4.333 77.92 26 .15
9. Other FOOds 56 1.1'0 12.28 7 .04

10. Boot & Shoe
Repair '2. 1. 089 8.17 3 .02

11. Custom Tailoring 79 1.034 3.29 3 .02
12. Other Manufactur-

ing 1326 .180 0.00 0 .00
Sub-total 3927 1735 9.77
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Table 2 (eontd,) The Economic Base of the Ci ty of HalifaJ. 1951

I 2 3 4 5

Industry Group Total LOcat ion Export Number Per cent of
or Industry Number ~tienl~ Quotient \«Irking for TOtal WOrking

Employed (per cent) Export for Export

O. Other sectors
I. Transportat ion

& Storage 4012 1.631 38.39 1540 8.66
2. Finance &

Insurance 1335 1.518 34.12 456 2.57
3. Electricity,

Gas &Water 634 1.678 40.41 256 1.44
4. Construction 2392 1.116 10.39 249 1.40
5. Pr imary

Industries 147 .021 0.00 0 .00
6. M:lt Stated 451 - - - .

Sub-total 8m 2501 14.07

Grand Tt>tal 37620 Inn 100.00

I

SOurce: Figures in COIlJllrl 1
taken from 1951 Census
of Canada.
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Table 3. The Economic Base of the TOHn of Dartmouth, 1951

2 3 4 5

, ~

Industry Group To tal Lccat ion Export Number Per cent of
or Industry Number Quot ient QlXJt ient w:>rking for Total WJrking

mployed (per cent) Expo rt for Export

A. Service sector
1. Defence Services 969 8.925 88.80 860 38-27
2. Other Federal

Government 183 1.594 37.26 68 3.03
3. Heal th 231 1.373 27 .17 63 2.80
A. Educat ion 161 1.022 2.15 3 . .13
5. Other Services 585 1.064 6.02 35 1.56

Sub· to tal 2129 1029 45.79

8. Trade Sector
1. Retail Trade 751 1.360 26.47 199 8.86
2. W10lesale Trade 354 1.689 40.79 14A 6.41

Sub· to tal 1105 343 15.27

C Manufac tu ring ·sec to r
1. Shipbuilding &

Repa i r 247 15.798 93.67 231 10.28
2. Petroleum

Refining 182 13.297 92.48 168 7.48
3. Aircraft & Parts 173 9.434 89.40 155 6.90
4. Cordage, Rope &

THine 41 24.818 95.97 39 1.74
5. COnfect ionery 41 4.627 78-39 32 1.42
6. Other Manufactur·

ing 328 .236 0.00 0 .00
Sub· to tal 1012 625 27.82
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Table 3 (contd.) The EcorKImic Base of the Town of Dartmouth, 1951

1 2 3 4 5

Industry Gruup
I

Number Per cent oflOtal locat ion Expo rt
or Industry NlJIlber Q,JOl ient Q,JOt ient \oinking for Total \oilrking

Employed (per cent) Export for Export

O. Other Sectors
1. Transportation

& Storage 569 1.316 24.01 137 6.10
2. Construction 439 1.166 14.24 63 2.80
3. Finance &

Insurance 168 1.217 17.83 34 1.51
4. Electricity,

. Gas & Water 82 1.236 19.09 16 .71
5. Pr imary

Industries 32 .027 0.00 0 .00
6. f«)t Stated 33 - - - -

Sub~ total 134' 250 11.12

Grand total 5589 2247 100.00

I"I;

Source: Figures in Column 1
taken from 1951 Census
of Canada.
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Table 4. The labOur Force 0100 its Percentage Distribution in Halifax City

1921, 1931. 194} all1 1951

~stry Group am Irdustry 1921 931 1941 1951
NUtl'ber Percent Nu~ber Percent Number Percent Nuntler Percent

1 Illl:1ustries 23063 100.00 23017 100.00 30825 100.00 37620 100.00
riculture, Forestry.

.39Fishing and Mining 193 .84 230 1.00 200 .65 1'7
......facturing 3876 16.00 2863 12.53 3854 12.50 3927 10.44

1. FOOd am beverages 700 3.04 1090 4.74 1012 3.28 1598 '.25
(a) cameo am cured fish n.a. . 139 .60 no .36 561 1.49
(tI) COnfect ionery 263 1.14 454 1.97 '20 1.36 527 1.40

2. Printing, Publishing
and Allied Industries 343 1.49 _ 441 1. 92 'Xl9 1.00 '89 1. 'Xl

3. Transportation Equipment n.a. 0 449 1.95 ll61 3.n 807 2,15
Shipbuilding and
repairing 1112 4.82 375 1.63 873 2.83 621 1.65

eClricity, Gas and Water 37 .16 165 .72 287 .93 634 1.69
nstruction 2281 9.89 2131 9.26 1880 6.10 2392 6.36

ransportat ion, Storage,
COllrl'lJnication 3371 }4.62 4049 17.59 4033 13.08 4012 10.67

1. Water transportation
& services 1002 '.34 1781 7.74 1634 5. 'Xl 1393 3.70

tade, Retail '198 18.20 3200 13.90 3805 12.34 '806 12.78
rade, ~lesale 841 3.65 1659 5.38 2597 6.90
inance, Insurance and
~rR:al Estate 708 3.07 866 3.76 950 3.08 1335 3.55

rv tce 7006 30.38 7656 33.26 13810 44.80 17319 46.04
I. Personal 2851 12.36 2864 12.44 3622 II. 75 2646 7.03
2. Government 2051 8.89 185' 8.05 7293 23.66 9508 25.27

(a) Defence services 627 2.72 723 3.14 5171 16.78 6788 18.04
(b) Other federal

goverll!lent n.a. 0 740 3.22 13:)8 4.24 1341 3.57
3. Ollllllllfl j tY 1086 4.71 1763 7.66 2640 8.56 4310 11.46

(a) Education 317 1.37 592 2.57 754 2.45 1208 3.21
~1 (') Health 454 1.97 712 3.09 1238 '.02 2206 5.86t stated 1393 6.04 996 4.33 347 1.13 451 1.20

ilIral Population 58372 59275 70488 85589

tercent of Populat ion in
LabOur Force 39.51 38.83 43.73 43.95

~urce . Census of Cc1nada: 1921 . Occupations, 10 years and over; 1931 . IrKtustry, 10 years and over;
1941 and 1951 - Industry, 14 years and over. The manufacutr ing sub·class if icat it
was changed in 1951: earlier figJres are grouped by 1951 classification.

I"
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Table 5. The labour Force and its Percentage Distribution in DartllDuth

1941 and 1951

Industry Group aoo Industry 19.41 I 1...-, Per cent .....,., Percent

All Industr ies .4246 100.00 5589 100.00
Agriculture, Forestry, FiShing

and /'lining 26 .61 32 .57
Manuf ac tur iog 866 20.40 1012 18.11

1. FOOd and beverages 93 2.19 102 l.B3
(a) COnfect ionery 37 .87 41 .73

2. Printing, Publishing
and Allied Industries '0 .9' 66 1. 18

3. Transportation Equipment 360 8.48 "8 8.19
(a) Aircraft and parts , .09 173 3.10
(b) ShipbUilding and Repairing 283 6.67 247 4.42

4. Textile prOducts (except Clothing) " 1.11 '3 .77
(a) COrdage, rope, and twine " 1.04 41 .73

5. Petroleum refining and prOducts 127 2.99 182 3.26
Electricity, Gas and Water 21 .'9 82 1.47
COnstruct ion 352 8.29 '39 7.85
Transportation, Storage, COllJllJnication 455 10.72 569 10.18

(1) Water Transportation and
services 229 5.39 2'3 '.35

Trade, Relai 1 513 12.08 751 13.4.1
Trade, Wholtsale 16' 3.86 354 6.33
Finance, Insurance and Real Estate 87 2.05 188 3.36
service 1692 39.85 2129 36.09

(l) Personal 328 7.72 ZI2 '.87
(2) Goverrlllent 1051 24.75 1299 23.2.4

(a) Defence services B25 19.43 %9 17.3.4
(b) Other ftderal government 146 3.44 183 3.Z7

(3) COlllTlUnity 285 6.71 "7 8.00
(a) Education 95 2.24 161 2.88
(b) Htalth 155 3.65 231 4.13

Not Stated 70 1.65 33 .59

Total Population 101147 15037
Percent of Population in labour Force 39.14 37.17

Source: see Table 4
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Table 6. Population of Canada. Nova $Cotia, and the Halifax Area, 1931-19t?6

1931 1941 1951 1956

canada 10376786 11506655 14009429 16080791

Nova SCotia 512846 577962 642584 694717

Halifax COunty 100204 122656 162217 197943

MetrOpolitan Area n.a. 98636 133931 164200
Halifax City 59275 70488 85589 93301
Oartrrouth 9100 10847 15037 21093
Herring COve &

Spryfie1d n.a. 3497 8415 11516
Armdale & Fairview n.a. 3578 5386 7852
Rockincj1am & Bedford n.a. 2246 3666 4726
Oart/lXluth Lakes n.a. 3497 8231 15206

. COle HarbOur &
Eastern Passage n.a. 2081 4747 6443

WOodside & Imperoya1 n.a. 2392 2858 4061
lnaian Reserves n.a. 10 2 2

"L- --'-__---J'-- -'---__--'- -l

Nole: n.a.· not available

Source· census of Canada, 1931. 1941, 1951 and 1956
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Table 7. Distribution of the labour Force of the Halifax I"etropolitan Area, 1959 arxf 19fK),
on certain 4SSUIl\Pflons.

1959 1980 Percentage Increase

Total PopLllat ion 170000 300000 76.5

Total labour Force 70568 124553 76.5

Defence services 16000 16000 0.0
Ioholesale Trade 5208 10239 %.6
Transportation, Storage, COlMlUnication 5932 11662 96.6
Health 3680 7699 109.2
Retail Trade 9'56 16590 96.6
Finance, Insurance and Real Estate 2328 4577 96.6
Other Federal GOvernment 2398 S017 109.2
Personal service '847 9529 96.6
Electricity, Gas and water 1232 zsn 109.2
Construct ion 2582 '273 65.5
Primary Irxfustries 2'3 "7 84.0
Other ~nicipal &Provincial Government 2283 4n6 109.2
Education 2146 4489 109.2
Other COmmunity &Business services 285' 5611 96.6

Manufacturing 9379 19067 103.3

Population (!'«lva Scotia) 716000 910000 27.1
Population (Atlantic Provinces) 1857000 2360000 27.1
Population (Canada) 17442000 26650000 52.6
5ecorxfary Manufacturing (canada) 67.2

Source: • Distribution of the 1959 Metropolitan labOur Force .was es~ima.led . . fe/cer\tage increases
frOJll 1959 to 198) calculated rltlfll ft)<.(f ark1 Sc(.lt, op.cit., pp. 100 and 3i6. 1959
pc:.pulatic.n estilllates frOM National Accounts, Income and Expenditure, 1959, Cttawa, 1960.
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